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SYSTEM AND METHODS FOR PEER-TO-PEER MEDIA STREAMING

REFERENCE TO CO-PENDING APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority from a provisional application No. 60/847,677

filed on September 28, 2006, and from PCT Application No. PCT/IL2007/000392, filed

27 March 2007 and entitled "Real-time media distribution in a P2P network".

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to the field of network communication and

media distribution. More specifically, the present invention relates to a system and

method for media streaming in a peer-to-peer (grid) network.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The availability of the Internet enables new techniques adapted to directly

distribute multimedia files and real-time media streaming to end-users in an electronic

format. The advantages associated with electronic distribution allow media content

providers to establish global distribution systems for digital content. Furthermore, new

compression algorithms, designed specifically for multimedia data, dramatically reduce

the bandwidth and storage space required for the electronic distribution of multimedia

data. This, together with the availability of broadband communication, encouraged

content providers to adopt the Internet as an alternate distribution system complementing

the conventional distribution systems (e.g., cable or satellite TV).

Prior art systems provide various ways for streaming multimedia content, such as

voice and video over the Internet. Presently, existing real-time streaming systems over

the Internet operate in a 'centralistic' mode in which a server, located in one point,

distributes the media (real-time or to be downloaded first and watched later) to the

content consumers. One drawback associated with such systems is the need to allocate

bandwidth in the central server to satisfy the needs of all consumers. Multicast solutions



that allow the distribution of media to a predefined number of users are also known in the

art. However, such solutions cannot operate on IP networks, as the existing infrastructure

does not support multicasting.

Examples of prior art media streaming systems are described in the following

United States Patents and Published Applications:

7,174,385 Feb 2007 Li

20020161898 Oct 2002 Hartop, et al.

20040236863 Nov 2004 Shen, et al.

20060053209 Mar 2006 Li; Jin

20060224687 Oct, 2006 Popkin, et al.

20060242315 Oct 2006 Nichols

Examples of prior art media streaming systems are also described in:

Hefeeda, et al. Peer-to-Peer Media Streaming Using CollectCast", 2003 Proc. of

ACM Multimedia, 2003, pp. 45-54; and in

Zhang, et at. A Data Driver Overlay Network for Efficient Live Media Streaming,

2004. It is an article

The availability of the Internet enables new methods of directly distributing

multimedia files and real-time media transmission to end-users in an electronic format.

The advantages associated with electronic distribution are pushing providers of media

content to establish global distribution systems for digital content.

The availability of new compression algorithms for multimedia data has

dramatically reduced the bandwidth and storage space required for the electronic

distribution of these data. It enables a more efficient distribution of the data, and at a

higher definition. In the coming years, the availability of broadband may encourage a

significant part of the media industry to adopt the Internet as a distribution channel in

direct competition with established channels such as cable or satellite TV.

Prior art systems provide various ways for transmitting multimedia such as voice

and video over the Internet. Real-time streaming systems over the Internet, such as

Microsoft, Real-Networks, SeaChange, and Broad bus deliver systems for real-time



streaming content over the Internet. However, all of these systems operate in a

'centralistic' mode in which a server located in one point delivers the media (real-time or

to be downloaded first and watched later) to the content consumers. One drawback

associated with such prior art systems is the need to allocate bandwidth in the center to

satisfy the needs of the consumers.

Distributed networks enable the media to be transmitted from one consumer to

another without the need for centralistic streaming servers. As an example, peer-to-peer

file sharing systems for PCs are well known in the industry and are a very efficient

technology that can be used to deliver media content in a legitimate manner (such as

AOL HI-Q, BBC) to complement or replace traditional client-server download or

streaming. Examples for such peer-to-peer systems are Bittorrent and Gnutella. All of the

above systems do not distribute the files (media or software) in real-time. Users can

download the files and consume them afterwards, but, generally speaking, they cannot

consume the media while downloading it.

Real-time streaming over a peer-to-peer network is a new phenomenon and

examples of such systems are Coolstream (proposed in 2004 by Xinyan Zhang et.

"Coolstream: A Data Driver Overlay Network for Efficient Live Media Streaming), and

CollectCast: (proposed in 2003 by Hefeeda et al "PROMISE: peer-to-peer media

streaming using CollectCast" in Proc. OfACM Multimedia 2003 pages 45-54). However,

these systems do not take into consideration the asymmetric nature of the real-world

network, thus the fact that common values of upload bandwidth from nodes in the real-

world network versus the download limits of the nodes. As an example, in ADSL

network, as well as in Cable networks, the download bandwidth supplied to the users is

lower than their available upload bandwidth.

There is, thus, a need in the art, to introduce the concept of nodes that act in the

role of Amplifiers and upload more bandwidth to the network than the one they

download.

The state of the art is also represented by US 6,088,360, entitled "Dynamic rate

control technique for video multiplexer", US 2005/00883842, entitled "Method of

performing adaptive connection admission control in consideration of input call states in

differentiated service network", US 2006/0080454, entitled "System and method for



receiver-driven streaming in a peer-to-peer network", US 2006/0224687 Al, entitled

"Method and apparatus for offline cooperative file distribution using cache nodes", and

US 2006/0242315 Al, entitled "System and Method for Intelligent Buffering and

Bandwidth Allocation".

The disclosures of all publications and patent documents mentioned in the

specification, and of the publications and patent documents cited therein directly or

indirectly, are hereby incorporated by reference.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Certain embodiments of the present invention seek to provide improved Systems

and methods for Peer-to-Peer Media Streaming.

Peer-to-peer (grid) networks enable the distribution of media between users

without using server centric solutions. As an example, peer-to-peer file sharing systems

are well known in the industry and use a very efficient technology to deliver media.

Examples for such peer-to-peer systems are BitTorrent® and Gnutella. However, these

systems do not distribute the content in real-time. Rather, a user can download the

content (files) and view them only when the download has completed, i.e., a user cannot

view the file while downloading it. In contrast, according to certain embodiments of the

present invention, a user can view a file while downloading it.

Recently, new systems for real-time streaming over peer-to-peer networks have

been developed. Examples for such systems may be found in "A Data Driver Overlay

Network for Efficient Live Media Streaming" by Zhang, et al. and in "Peer-To-Peer

Media Streaming", by Hefeeda, et al. which is incorporated herein by reference merely

for the useful understanding of the background of the invention.

Real-time streaming systems fail to fully utilize the network's resources, as they

do not consider the asymmetric nature of the peers (nodes) in a typical network.

Specifically, such systems consider the upload bandwidth of nodes as equal to the

download bandwidth. This is rarely the case in IP networks, such as ADSL and Cable

based networks. In most cases a user's upload bandwidth is half or less of the bandwidth

of the download, i.e., a user may receive a larger amount of data in a given period of time

than the amount of data that the same user can send out during the same period of time.

Another drawback of real-time streaming systems discussed in the related art is the

inability to provide different quality-of-service (QoS) to different users or to different

broadcast channels. Yet, another drawback is the inability to identify problems in a

channel, such as large delays and bandwidth shortage, and further to perform actions to

solve these problems.



It would be therefore advantageous to provide a solution to overcome the

disadvantages of conventional systems for the purpose of efficient and effective real-time

streaming over peer-to-peer networks.

In accordance with certain embodiments, the present invention also provides, in

combination with any and all other embodiments and features described herein, a system

and method to enable real-time transmission of media in a distributed network (also

known as peer-to-peer or grid network). The system and method of the invention

dynamically discover the need for additional bandwidth and provide the needed

bandwidth by allocating resources from other devices that are connected to the overlay

network. In accordance with certain embodiments, these additional devices that share

their bandwidth but do not consume the media (e.g. do not watch the stream) are referred

to as Amplifiers. In addition to the amplifiers, the network and the swarm contains also

Consumers which are nodes (and usually users) that are consuming e.g. watching the

media. Note that consumers share their upload bandwidth as well as Amplifiers.

In accordance with certain embodiments, the system and method of the invention

provide a mechanism by which the amplifiers function, that is when and how they join

and depart from the swarm and what is the logic by which they provide the qualitative

service to the swarm and specifically to the media consumers.

In accordance with certain embodiments, the system and network of the invention

guarantee a certain number of bootstrap amplifiers that provide an additional amount of

bandwidth for guaranteeing a faster joining time for potential media consumers. This is

especially important for newly joined consumers when there are a very low number of

consumers in the swarm. As an example of the latter, a channel with no consumers may

still have a few amplifiers that may serve the first joining node and may provide with a

better watching experience.

In accordance with certain embodiments, additional peers are added to the

network and function as amplifiers for guaranteeing high-quality real-time transmission

of media.

In accordance with certain embodiments, the problem that the invention solves

can be described briefly as follows: in a network in which the sum of the bandwidth

contributed (uploaded) to the overlay network by the devices (for the media delivery) is



lower than the bandwidth needed (downloaded) for a high-quality media consumption,

additional bandwidth has to be supplied to the swarm.

In accordance with certain embodiments, the present invention provides a

mechanism to allocate this additional bandwidth by using other devices that may

download less bandwidth than the bandwidth they upload to the swarm and by doing so

may balance the bandwidth shortage and enable real-time distribution of the media. The

ability to download less than upload can be only achieved when the Amplifiers download

segments that are needed by more than one consumer, thus they download a piece of

media and distribute it to several consumers.

As specified above, the bandwidth that the amplifiers download should be lower

than the bandwidth that they upload. In accordance with certain embodiments of the

present invention various manners are provided to achieve this goal (thus to find the right

downloaded bandwidth (50 in the example above) so that the Gain is maximized.

In accordance with certain embodiments, the amplifiers, added when there is a

need for additional bandwidth, have also a mechanism to discover when they are not

needed and to shut-down their own operation. Thus, an undesired situation, in which the

amplifiers operate without a real need, and transfer bandwidth from one to the other

without real consumers in the swarm, is avoided.

In accordance with certain embodiments, in order to supply the best service to

newly joined viewers to the swarm, especially in the case of a media consumed by only a

few consumers, and where the system has to guarantee that some of the amplifiers never

shut down, we refer to such amplifiers as 'bootstrap amplifiers'.

In accordance with certain embodiments, in order for the amplifiers to contribute

the maximum possible bandwidth to the swarm, they need to download appropriate

segments of media that are needed by the consumers. Namely, they have to decide which

segments (pieces of the media) to download in order to provide the best service to the

consumers of the content. This decision has several parameters such as at least one of the

following: the type of the media to be retrieved, the distribution of the segments in the

network, the missing parts needed by the consumers, and the ability to download pieces

that can provide a service to several consumers. In accordance with an aspect of the

invention, there is provided a system for enabling a real-time transmission of media in a



distributed network of nodes that includes swarm nodes; the swarm nodes include

consumer nodes that are configured to process transmitted media; the system is

configured to dynamically identify a need for additional bandwidth required to transmit

said media and in response thereto allocating to the swarm network at least one amplifier

node for providing the additional bandwidth, thereby enabling the transmission of said

media.

In accordance with an aspect of the invention, there is also provided a method for

enabling a real-time transmission of media in a distributed network of nodes that includes

swarm nodes; the swarm nodes include consumer nodes that are configured to process

transmitted media; the method comprising dynamically identifying a need for additional

bandwidth required to transmit said media and allocating to the swarm network at least

one amplifier node for providing the additional bandwidth, thereby enabling the

transmission of said media.

In accordance with an aspect of the invention, there is further provided a

computer program comprising computer program code means when said program is run

on a computer.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is provided a

system which is configured to dynamically identify the need for additional bandwidth

using centralized means.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is further

provided a system wherein said centralized means includes at least one server node.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is still further

provided a system which is configured to dynamically identify the need for additional

bandwidth in a distributed fashion.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is yet further

provided a system wherein said need is triggered by a node suffering from lack of

sufficient bandwidth.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is still further

provided a system wherein said need is triggered by said centralized means by monitoring

the network of portion thereof.



In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is still further

provided a system wherein each one of said amplifier nodes is configured to download

less bandwidth than the bandwidth it uploads.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is still further

provided a system further comprising means configured to use criterion for determining

the conditions for at least one amplifier to join to the swarm network.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is further

provided a system further comprising means configured to use criteria for determining

the conditions that dictate that at least one amplifier leaves the swarm network.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is further

provided a system further configured to allocate at least one bootstrap amplifier that

provides an additional amount of bandwidth for guaranteeing a shorter duration from

connection to actual viewing, in respect of potential media consumers.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is further

provided a system wherein each amplifier is capable of downloading given segments of

media that are needed by the consumers, in order to provide a qualitative service to the

consumers of the content.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is further

provided a system wherein said given segments for downloading are decided according to

at least one of the following parameters: (i) type of the media to be retrieved, (ii) rare

segments in the network, (iii) missing parts needed by the consumers.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is further

provided a system wherein each amplifier node is configured to operate in order to

maximize the amplifier's gain defined as upload bandwidth minus the download

bandwidth.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is further

provided a system wherein each amplifier node is configured to maximize amplifier's

gain by increasing and decreasing downloaded bandwidth rate limit in small steps till the

maximum Gain is reached.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is further

provided a system wherein said amplifier node is configured to maximize amplifier's



gain by favoring download of segments that are a mathematical combination of at least

two actual media segments and that can be uploaded to other nodes.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is further

provided a system wherein the mathematical combination being the XOR function.

In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, there is still further

provided a system wherein number of additional required amplifiers complies with the

following equation: missing bandwidth for download equals to or smaller than sum of the

Gains (upload minus download) of all the additional amplifiers.

There is thus provided, in accordance with at least one embodiment of the present

invention, a method and system for server control of a P2P network and associated

channels, swarms and bandwidth, by identifying needs and directing resources, including

but not limited to amplifiers as described herein, to channels and/or swarms according to

need e.g. to the channel/s or swarm/s where the resource is most needed. The server

control typically utilizes at least one of the following: information characterizing the

current status of the channel, the QoS to be supplied to various channels, and a predicted

need for additional bandwidth such as, for example, a show whose transmission time is

soon, and which is predicted to have a very large audience.

Any suitable processor, display and input apparatus may be used to process,

display, store and accept information, including computer programs, in accordance with

some or all of the teachings of the present invention, such as but not limited to a

conventional personal computer processor, workstation or other programmable device or

computer or electronic computing device, either general-purpose or specifically

constructed, for processing; a display screen and/or printer and/or speaker for displaying;

machine-readable memory such as optical disks, CDROMs, magnetic-optical discs or

other discs; RAMs, ROMs, EPROMs, EEPROMs, magnetic or optical or other cards, for

storing, and keyboard or mouse for accepting. The term "process" as used above is

intended to include any type of computation or manipulation or transformation of data

represented as physical, e.g. electronic, phenomena which may occur or reside e.g. within

registers and /or memories of a computer.



The above devices may communicate via any conventional wired or

wireless digital communication apparatus, e.g. via a wired or cellular telephone network

or a computer network such as the Internet.

The apparatus of the present invention may include, according to certain

embodiments of the invention, machine readable memory containing or otherwise storing

a program of instructions which, when executed by the machine, implements some or all

of the apparatus, methods, features and functionalities of the invention shown and

described herein. Alternatively or in addition, the apparatus of the present invention may

include, according to certain embodiments of the invention, a program as above which

may be written in any conventional programming language, and optionally a machine for

executing the program such as but not limited to a general purpose computer which may

optionally be configured or activated in accordance with the teachings of the present

invention.

Any trademark occurring in the text or drawings is the property of its

owner and occurs herein merely to explain or illustrate one example of how an

embodiment of the invention may be implemented.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In order to understand the invention and to see how it may be earned out in

practice, embodiments will now be described, by way of non-limiting example only, with

reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 illustrates the hardware diagram of the system, in accordance with a certain

embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 2 illustrates the general architecture of the system, in accordance with a

certain embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 3A illustrates exemplary operational scenarios, in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 3B illustrates exemplary operational scenarios, in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention;



Fig. 3C illustrates an exemplary operational scenario, in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 4A illustrates a general flow chart of a sequence of operation in the system,

in accordance with a certain embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 4B illustrates a sequence of operation of a server logic in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 4C illustrates a sequence of operation of a server logic in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 5 illustrates a flow chart of the mechanism and parameters to add an amplifier

to the swarm, in accordance with a certain embodiment of the invention;

Figs. 6A, 6B, 6C illustrate the amplifier's logic, in accordance with a certain

embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 7 illustrates a flow diagram of the amplifier's scheduling parameters

algorithm, in accordance with a certain embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 8 illustrates the usage of the XOR mechanism, in accordance with a certain

embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 9 is a simplified block diagram illustration of a peer-to-peer system

constructed and operative in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 10 is a simplified block diagram illustration of a peer-to-peer system

constructed and operative in accordance with another embodiment of the present

invention;

Fig. 11 is a simplified block diagram illustration of the virtual TV server of Figs.

9 or 10 in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 12 is a simplified flowchart illustration of a process for selecting peers to be

assigned to a user-peer in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 13 is a simplified flowchart illustration of a process for best peer

determination including computing a peer value in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 14 is a simplified flowchart illustration of a process of allocating resources to

channel swarms in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention; and



Fig. 15 is a simplified flowchart illustration of a method of operation of the

apparatus of Fig. 11, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN EMBODIMENTS

Unless defined otherwise, all technical and scientific terms used herein may have

the same meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which

this invention belongs and additionally, in the alternative, may be defined as below.

"File sharing" includes: sharing and distributing files to other users over an

electronic network.

"Node" includes: an addressable device or an entity connected to a network or

connected to a group. For example, a data download reception unit, a user, a device, an

operator, a portable multimedia device, or a server can be referred to as a node. Node

may also refer to a module of a software system such as, for example, a media player

application.

"Peer" is an equivalent name for Node. However, the term "peers" is used to

refer to the group of nodes connected to a specific node from the specific node's

perspective. A peer, including a CPU, in a network, may have any of several roles such as

consuming or viewing a channel, amplifying including being used as a resource to help

the consumers of a channel which the peer itself is typically not consuming, and

broadcasting. An "active" peer is one which is currently connected to the system, e.g.

typically one whose software is running and connected to a peer-to-peer management

service.

"Swarm" includes: a group of many nodes all of which participate in the same

media distribution. In the particular case of electronic networks and/or peer-to-peer

networks, a swarm may refer to a group of nodes participating in the data transfer of one

identified, common media object. A node can be part of different swarms when

transferring multiple media objects. For example, a peer can be part of swarm # 1

(distributing TV program #A) and swarm #2 (distributing movie #B). Sometimes this is

referred to also as "overlay network".

"Amplifier" includes: a node in the swarm whose role is to increase the total

swarm bandwidth. The amplifier's main goal is thus to download a given amount of

bandwidth and to contribute (upload) a larger amount of bandwidth to other nodes that



are either consumers of the media or amplifiers themselves. The relationship of the

download stream and upload stream of the amplifier is termed the 'Gain'.

"Bootstrap amplifier" includes an amplifier that may remain with a negative Gain

in order to guarantee that to a swarm with no consumers, newly added consumers have

enough bandwidth to start with. A Bootstrap amplifier typically (although not

necessarily) never shuts down even if its gain is negative. The reason for having bootstrap

amplifiers in the system is to provide newly joined nodes with an immediate service.

"Gain" - includes: the upload bandwidth of an amplifier minus the downloaded

bandwidth by it; an Amplifier tries to maximize its gain. An Amplifier with a negative

gain will shut down unless it is a Bootstrap Amplifier.

"Consumer" includes: a node in the swarm usually used by users/viewers to watch

the media.

"Real-time distribution of Media" also called "Streaming" includes the following

meaning: data is a continuous flow of data that must be ultimately presented to a user in a

particular sequence in real time. Moreover the flow of data should be presented to the

user close to the time it was transmitted from the media source. Digital samples

representing an audio signal, for example, must be converted to a sound wave in the same

sequence they were transmitted, and at exactly the time spacing they were generated, or

some user-specified alternative. Digital data representing video frames require assembly

into the proper sequence in the frame for presentation on a display together, and

successive frames must display at the correct real-time rate. Real-time distribution may

refer to live events and also to pre-generated content that is consumed while being

delivered. Real-time distribution of Media (Streaming) can be realized in various known

per se techniques.

"Resource" is a peer in a network whose CPU and bandwidth are or may be in use

for the benefit of its counterparts in the network which may be watching a channel.

In the description herein, the term "viewer" is construed to include a real-world

user who is watching the media and the term "broadcaster" is construed to include the

entity (user or community or an automatic agent) transmitting the media. "Client" is

construed to include the software or hardware component to watch the media.



In the context of the above referred to definition of node, this term also includes,

in accordance with certain embodiments, an entity in the system that is participating in

the media delivery itself. A node can have different roles in the transmission of the

media: a consumer - whose main object is to fetch the media for the viewer; and an

amplifier —whose main objective is to help consumers by contributing its bandwidth to

the swarm.

In certain embodiments, the nodes are connected to a server that controls the

Amplifiers by allocating certain ones and assigning them the role of bootstrap amplifiers.

In certain embodiments, media transmission and its control is done in a distributed

way within the distributed nodes, e.g. using known per se Mechanisms as described in

Ganesh Gossip.

Bearing these definitions in mind (provided for clarity in a non-binding fashion),

it is noted that the invention is illustrated and described in a preferred embodiment but it

may be produced in many different configurations, forms and materials. There is

depicted in the drawings, and will herein be described in detail, various embodiments of

the invention, with the understanding that the present disclosure is to be considered as an

exemplification of the principles of the invention and the associated functional

specifications for its construction, and is not intended to limit the invention to the

embodiment illustrated. Those skilled in the art may envision many other possible

variations within the scope of the present invention.

Attention is first drawn to Fig. 1 illustrating the hardware diagram of the system,

in accordance with a certain embodiment of the invention.

Thus, the system comprises a broadcasting apparatus (101) that has the media and

can be accessed by nodes in the network that may request the media or pieces of it. The

broadcasting apparatus can also transfer the media itself to other devices in the electronic

network. The media may be a live stream or files accessible to the device. There are

several possible ways to implement this apparatus such as, for example, a computer, a

media center PC, a personal video recorder, a networked DVD player, a computer with

access to a website, a portable media player, a PDA, a mobile phone, or equivalent

devices. There may be one or more apparatuses that can be used for one or more users.



The broadcasting apparatus(es) are connected to an electronic network (103), such

as the Internet or mobile network, in order to make the content and the information about

the content available for nodes to download.

A server (102) or equivalent processing device can receive and process the

information received from one or more broadcasting apparatuses (such as the channel's

playlist, the shows, the files, and similar). In certain embodiments, the media itself may

not be distributed via the server. There may be multiple instances of these servers in the

system.

The receiving devices (104, 105) are capable of receiving and transmitting the

data forming a media content in a broadcast/multicast transfer or a peer-to-peer transfer.

When operating in a peer-to-peer mode, each receiving device is a potential source or

sink of data for one or more other receiving devices. Software is usually present on this

device so that the device can also operate as the media player. The receiving devices

(104, 105) are capable of rendering the content in a direct play-back session (wherein the

media player renders the content selected by the user) or in an indirect playback session.

A computer, a media center PC, a server, a router, a television with an electronic

programming guide, a personal video recorder, a networked DVD player, a computer

with access to a website, a portable media player, a PDA, a mobile phone, or equivalent

devices are examples of receiving devices.

Note that the invention is not bound by the system architecture described with

reference to Fig. 1.

In the description below, reference is occasionally made to the operation of the

server, in particular in the context of determining whether there is a need to provide

bandwidth support to a given channel(s) by allocating amplifier(s) nodes, and if in the

affirmative, to identify the appropriate amplifier nodes that are applicable. Bearing this in

mind, attention is drawn to Fig. 2, illustrating the general architecture of the system, in

accordance with a certain embodiment of the invention.

Thus, the Server (201) is connected to all devices, including the broadcaster (202)

that transmits the media or parts of herein. The transmission of the media may be a live

transmission of live events (such as sports, news, concerts), or live transmission of pre-

generated content (such as old-movies), or simply transmission of content that may be



consumed later on and is being stored on DVR or similar devices. In accordance with

certain embodiments, real-time transmission (streaming) of the media to the consumers is

improved. Thus, the Broadcaster (202) and the Amplifiers (204) are helping the real-time

transmission of the media to the consumers (203) that are watching the media or saving

it. AU these nodes constitute the Swarm (206) of that specific media transmission/file

sharing/TV channel. In addition to the nodes (consumers and amplifiers and broadcasters)

in the swarm (206), other nodes (205) may be connected to the server, and are currently

neither consuming nor helping (as amplifiers) this specific swarm and this media

transmission. Note that these nodes may be parts of other swarms by consuming,

amplifying, or even broadcasting another media file or TV channels.

It should be further noted that although in certain embodiments, the server is

accessed by all nodes and has a central role in the system, in accordance with other

embodiments there is provided a complete (or partial) distributed mechanism, using for

example Gossip protocols (by Ganesh and others). In such embodiments the information

peers management is all done by the nodes in the network without the intervention of a

server in the middle.

Note that the invention is not bound by the system architecture described with

reference to Fig. 2.

Before moving on, there follows an exemplary operational scenario (with

reference to Fig. 3) for illustrating the role of amplifier, in accordance with an

embodiment of the invention.

Thus, Fig. 3A describes a situation in which 6 viewers (303a,b,c,d,e,f) would like

to watch a transmitted show but the broadcaster (301) does not have the required upload

bandwidth to support all of them, for example if the video stream is of 800Kbps (namely

download rate is SOOKbps per each one of the specified viewers, giving rise to a total of

4.8Mbps) and the broadcaster upload is only of 2Mbps, it readily arises that only two (out

of six) viewers are supported (total of 1.6Mbps) and only partially the third viewer (until

the maximum 2Mbps upload is consumed). The amplifiers 302a,b,c (user's client that are

not watching the stream) receive parts of the media and stream it (upload it) to the actual

viewers. If every amplifier also has, say 2Mbps upload (total 6Mbps) then the total

upload provided by them is sufficient to support the group of viewers (requiring a total of



4.8Mbps download rate). As a result, by adding Amplifiers, e.g. nodes that do not watch

the channel but help in its transmission, the system managed to support the six viewers.

The invention is not bound by the specified example of Fig. 3A.

Consider the following additional non limiting example, with reference to Fig.

3B. Assume 100 viewers (e.g. nodes 3001- 3100 that serve viewers- of which nodes

3001,3002,3003...3100 are shown) who wish to watch a movie or a TV channel that

requires an average of 800 Kbits/sec (i.e. download bandwidth of 800 Kbits/sec). Further

assume that the each node has an upload bandwidth of 200 Kbits/sec. The upload link

between node 3001 and 3002 is marked 3001a, the upload link between node 3002 and

node 3003 is marked 3002a, and so forth. The overall bandwidth needed for upload is

100*800 Kbits/sec but the maximum bandwidth available for upload is only 100*200

Kbits/sec. Note incidentally, that by this example, each node holds sufficient volume of

media for supporting the maximum upload bandwidth of 200Kbits/sec to a mating node

(through the specified channels (3001a, 3002a, ... 3100a.)

In accordance with certain embodiments, a mechanism discovers the lack of

bandwidth and assigns additional Amplifiers (by this example 3101, 3102 and onwards)

to join the media distribution swarm and to contribute their upload bandwidth to it. In

order to be efficient, these Amplifiers may have to download less than they upload and to

supply the supplemental bandwidth for completing the required missing bandwidth of

100*600 Kbits/sec. Thus, for example, if an average Amplifier uploads 200 Kbits/sec and

downloads only 50Kbits/sec, the number of additional Amplifiers may have to satisfy the

following equation:

(The Download needed) 100viewers*800Kbps + A*50Kbps =

(The Upload available) 100 viewers * 200Kbps + A*200Kbps + Broadcaster

upload 2Mbps

Thus, A*(200-50) Kbits/sec + 2000 = 100*(800-200) Kbits/sec => A = 387 (For

simplicity and if it is assumed that the broadcaster upload to be insignificant, the rounded

number is 400 Amplifiers).

On average, three amplifiers may be assigned to each client node and may feed

the required supplemental bandwidth, considering that each amplifier can upload 200

Kbits/sec and that the missing bandwidth is 600Kbits/sec for each consumer node.



Assuming, for instance, that broadcast station 3500 can upload at least 2Mbits/sec, it thus

supports the download rate (50Kbits/sec) of 40 amplifiers, designated in Fig. 3B as 3101

to 3140.

Since, as specified above, nearly 400 amplifiers are required to feed the missing

bandwidth, additional layer of amplifiers (designated schematically as 3200) can be used.

This layer may include 160 amplifiers that are coupled to the 40 amplifiers 3101 to 3140.

Each one of the amplifiers 3101 to 3140 has an upload rate of 200Kbits/sec and can thus

"support" four amplifiers in layer 3200, each downloading 50Kbits/sec, giving rise to

the specified 160 amplifiers at layer 3200. This however is still not enough, since as

specified above there are required nearly 400 amplifiers altogether. Now additional level

of amplifiers can be used (designated generally as 3300) such that each amplifier in layer

3200 can support (having upload rate of 200Kbits/sec) up to 4 amplifiers in layer 3300

(each having download rate of 50Kbits/sec). Layer 3300 has thus 640 amplifiers

considerably more than the required 387 amplifiers for supporting also the 100

consumers 3001-3100. In Fig. 3B, 3 Amplifiers in layer 3300 (not shown) upload media

data to node 3001, through channels 3301a, 3302a and 3303a giving rise to a total of

600Kbits/sec. Each of the Amplifiers may download its respective 50Kbits/sec content

from amplifiers in layer 3200 Note that there are 300 amplifiers that are needed in order

to support the missing bandwidth of the 100 consumers. However, the specified analysis

showed that nearly an additional 400 amplifiers are required. The difference in number of

amplifiers (387 vs. 300) is required in order to compensate for the limited upload

bandwidth that the broadcaster can provide (only 2 Mbits/sec) whereas the required

bandwidth that is required for download by the consumer nodes is considerably higher,

i.e. 100 * 800 Kbits/sec.

Note that the example of Fig. 3B is simplified for clarity only and therefore

should not be regarded as binding. For instance the topology of the nodes does not

necessarily comply with tree data structure and accordingly any form of graph is

applicable. By way of another example, it is not mandatory to have each node uploading

another node and a few amplifiers completing the required bandwidth. Thus, by way of

non-limiting example, a given node may receive media from few uploading peers and the

supplemental media (if required) from 0 or more amplifiers, whereas another node may



receive the desired media only from amplifiers, etc. By still another non-limiting manner

it is obviously not mandatory to have some ordered manner of providing media.

Likewise, providing media from a node to a neighboring node (e.g. 3001 to 3101, and

3101 to 3102, etc.) are provided by way of example only. Still further it is not required

that each amplifier may have the same download/upload rate. Those versed in the art

may readily appreciate that other variants are applicable, all as required and appropriate.

Bearing this in mind, attention is drawn to Fig. 3C illustrating an exemplary

operational scenario, in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. Fig. 3C

illustrates in a more generalized fashion a broadcast node 30000 (out of few possible

available broadcasters- not shown), and a network of plurality of nodes 30001 that

receive an upload media from broadcaster 30000 through link 30002 from among the

nodes in the network a swarm 30003 includes few nodes marked as 1X' (30004, 30005,

30006 and 30007). The nodes have a incoming double arrow, say 30008 and 30009 and a

outgoing single arrow, say 30010 and 3001 1, indicating that the download rate (incoming

arrow) is higher than the upload rate (outgoing arrow). Also shown are a few amplifier

nodes marked as '0' (30012, 30013, 30014). The nodes have a incoming single arrow, say

30015, 30016 and 30017 and a outgoing double arrow, say 30018, 30019 and 30020,

indicating that the download rate (incoming arrow) is lower than the upload rate

(outgoing arrow). The drawing does not show any specific link between the peers (and

therefore does not set a specific topology) indicating that any known per se connection is

applicable. The amplifiers may be assigned by the server to the peers based on a need to

assist in supplying the desired bandwidth, e.g. in compliance with the specified

architecture application.

The invention is of course not bound by the specified examples and a fortiori not

to the specific architecture and allocation of Amplifiers to nodes.

Bearing this in mind, attention is drawn to Fig. 4A, illustrating a general flow

chart of a sequence of operation in the system, in accordance with a certain embodiment

of the invention.

Thus, all nodes 404A, 404B, 403X, and 403Y are connected to the system either

as consumers, amplifiers, or broadcasters. 404A and 404B are part of the swarm that

transmits media content such as TV channel, a movie, or other; 403X and 403Y are



connected to the system but are not part of the same swarm (they may be part of other

swarms). All of these nodes send periodic information (1) to the server 401. This

information is of a statistical nature regarding the node's role and several other

parameters regarding the node's status (video quality, number of peers connected). A

message can be sent for every specified time such as 10 seconds.

There follows a description of a flow in which device 402 would like to join the

swarm described as a consumer. Note that an Amplifier may also send the 'joining'

request, most likely after an indication for the need to add amplifiers was received by it

after being originated by some entity in the swarm, see e.g. Fig. 2 in Architecture

application describing calling of the new amplifier, and Fig. 5 describing the flow in

which the server evaluates the status and calls a new amplifier. Initially, the device 402

sends a request verb (2) indicating its wish to join the media's swarm and the role it is to

take. Thus, if it is a consumer node, this is triggered by a viewer who wishes to join the

channel and if it is an amplifier, the server has triggered the operation (see, e.g. Fig. 2 and

5 of the architecture application). The server sends back an acknowledgement (response)

verb (3) after authenticating the device/user and authorizing the request in a known per

se manner. The server also sends back a list of nodes to combine the device's group of

peers. This group is a subset or equal to the channel's swarm nodes and includes the best

subgroup of the nodes to contribute the specific device's needs. As an example, if the

device joins the swarm as a consumer, the server may send back a group of nodes from

the swarm that have enough bandwidth to contribute to the device.

The device then (4, 5 and 4', 5') connects to the peers (or to a subset of which)

and asks them to participate in the media transmission. The node then starts to request

information about the segments (media content pieces) acquired by the peers it is

connected with. The exchange of the information is called the 'Segment Information

Exchange'. The media itself is not exchanged at this stage, but only the information about

it. For instance, and by way of non-limiting example the information may include a bit

value which, when set, indicates that data is available, and when reset, indicates that data

is not available. The information may further include data indicative of the type of data,

say audio, video etc. Accordingly the actual data may be uploaded only if the

information is processed and found satisfactory, say the specified bit is set and the type of



data (say audio) is as required . This is, of course, only an example and the information

may include other content, all as required and appropriate depending upon the particular

application.

Afterwards, the node evaluates the Segment Information received from the peers

and schedules the fetching of the segments from the peers. By this example, after the

evaluation of the peers acquired segments, the node decides to retrieve a certain segment

(e.g. in a random manner) from 304A (indicated at 6, 7). Other segments may be

retrieved from other peers. In a certain embodiment, a node may be connected to 10-20

other peers and fetch different media segments from all of them.

As described above, the server receives periodic information and statistics

regarding the channels/media transmission status and individual indication from the

nodes (see, e.g. Figs. 4B and 4C below). In case the server deduces that new amplifiers

are needed in the swarm in order to maintain a good quality media transmission, the

server may address a specific node (8) to the swarm and request its services by adding it

to the swarm. This mechanism is described, in accordance with certain embodiments, in

more detail below.

Note that the invention is not bound by the specific sequence of operation

described with reference to Fig. 4A.

Before turning to Fig. 5, attention is drawn to Figs. 4B and 4C, illustrating a

sequence of operation of a server logic in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention.

Thus, as shown in Fig. 4B in step 490 every certain amount of time or event that

triggered the evaluation process, then in step 491 the server evaluates the media

distribution status of the channel. The dynamic information module 492 is described in

further detail with reference to Fig. 4C.

Next , in step 493 is there a need to add bandwidth (BW), and if yes, in step 495

peers from the pool or from other swarms are chosen , otherwise, the sequence ends

(494). Moving on with step 496, orders are sent to the peers to join the channel, and then

497, where a certain amount of time is waited.

Turning to Fig. 4C, (elaborating module 492 in Fig. 4B), in step 4001 the server

gets statistical 'status' information from peers. The status includes:



Average uploaded bandwidth during the last few seconds

Average downloaded bandwidth during the last few seconds

Number of peers connected to the node and contributing data to it

Number of peers connected to the node and fetching data from it

Video quality (if a consumer)

Average frame Rate (if a consumer).

Then in step 4002 the server analyzes if any of the parameters reaches a Red-Flag.

Examples of Red-Flag are if not even one peer is connected to the node; the Video

quality is below a certain flag; or there is a very low average frame rate, and if red flag is

detected (4003) then in step 4007 more resources are needed, and subsequently an inquiry

is made at 4008 which asks whether enough bootstrap AMPS in the channel is available,

and if yes 4009 other peers with available resources are added, otherwise (no) in step

4010 bootstrap amps are added. Reverting to 4003, in the case of no, in step 4004 the

server summarizes the parameters retrieved from peers, and thereafter 4005 the server

analyzes if any of the sums reaches a 'sum' Red-Flag. Examples of this are whether the

sum of upload BW is greater than the sum of download BW,and whether the average

video quality in the channel is good enough. In step 4006 the Red-Flag is tested. In the

case of no, 401 1 no more resources are needed at this stage, otherwise (yes) the procedure

described in steps 4007,4008, 4009 and 4010 is performed.

The invention is not bound by the specific examples described with reference to

Fig. 4 and 4C.

Attention is now drawn to Fig. 5 illustrating a flow chart of the mechanism and

parameters to add an amplifier to the swarm, in accordance with a certain embodiment of

the invention.

Fig. 5 deals with the control and management of the server of the clients that

function as amplifiers. The problem this mechanism solves is the need to have sufficient

bandwidth in the system to support the customer and the way to add amplifiers so that the

bandwidth need is met and that newly joined consumers may have a fast and smooth

entry to the system. In accordance with certain embodiments, the need for support in

bandwidth is either triggered by a node suffering from lack of sufficient bandwidth or



detected by a server who monitors the channel, see e.g. the architecture application and

Figs. 4B and 4C.

The process describes the steps and operations performed by the elements of the

system, as well as the interaction between said elements including one or more nodes. In

the first step of this process, the server is triggered (501) either by the 'swarm' namely

from one of the nodes in the swarm by sending statistics, by sending a signal indicating a

problem in the media delivery, by sending an indication about a problem in the number of

peers the node sees, (see e.g. the architecture application and Figs. 4B and 4C), or (502)

by a timer indicating the need to evaluate the media transmission quality.

Afterwards, in (503), the server evaluates the channel status (the media delivery

status). This is done by summing-up the entire information about the nodes in the

channel. This information includes the roles of the nodes (amplifiers, bootstrap

amplifiers, consumers), the bandwidth they download, the bandwidth they upload, the

average video quality the consumers see, and the number of peers they have and the

number of partners they work with. Other parameters may also affect this decision, (see

e.g. the architecture application and Figs. 4B and 4C), for instance whether the channel

(the media) is being transmitted in a good enough quality.

The evaluation of the situation at (503) leads to the question whether the channel

(the media) is being transmitted in a good enough quality or else additional Amplifiers

should be added (504). The quality is computed by combining the media quality (such as

PSNR for video quality) and the 'streaming' quality computed from several other

parameters such as the percentage of received segments out of the ordered one, the

number of partners each consumer has, and others (see e.g. Fig. 4C ). In case the quality

of the service is not sufficient, the server evaluates if the Amplifier to be added should be

a Bootstrap Amplifier (discussed in greater detail below) that never shuts down or not

(505) and decides what type of Amplifier to add (506, 507). According to certain

embodiments, some channels may have a specific number of bootstrap amplifiers to

guarantee a smooth operation of the channel. The server then waits and evaluates the

situation again. In case the media is being distributed at a satisfactory level (e.g. if no

more resources are needed, see 401 1 at Fig. 4C, the process ends (509)).



The decision which amplifier to add is derived from an analysis of the list of

amplifiers in the pool; amplifiers that send periodic information (see e.g. the architecture

application and Fig. 4C), to the server regarding their status. The peers that the servers

decided to support (by allocating amplifier(s) thereto) should contain the nodes with

problems in the media distribution (see also Fig. 7 of the architecture application). Note

that in accordance with certain embodiments, there is no need to subtract amplifiers from

the list due to the self shut-down algorithm which is part of the amplifier's logic and that

causes the Amplifiers to shut themselves down when they do not contribute to the swarm.

Note that the invention is not bound by the specific sequence of operations described with

reference to Fig. 5.

Attention is now drawn to Figs. 6A-6C illustrating the amplifier's logic, in

accordance with a certain embodiment of the invention.

The amplifier's internal logic, in accordance with this embodiment, is based on the

requirement to maximize the bandwidth taken from the amplifier while minimizing the

bandwidth taken by it, or, to maximize the Amplifier's Gain (defined as upload

bandwidth minus the download bandwidth). Evidentially, an amplifier with a negative

gain consumes more than it supplies and thus has a negative impact on the network's

overall bandwidth. The amplifiers' logic can be described generally as searching and

reaching the maximum Gain by increasing and decreasing the downloaded bandwidth

rate limit in small steps till the maximum Gain is reached.

This procedure is described in Figs. 6A, 6B, and 6C. Fig. 6A describes the

algorithm's flow; Figs. 6B and 6C depict an example to explain the algorithm, in

accordance with this embodiment.

As shown, at 600A the Amplifier is up and starts to run. Then the amplifier adds

the Step value to its original download-rate-limit 60 IA and starts to download from the

other peers in the swarm for a defined time at a rate of current download-rate-limit plus

Step . The amplifier then evaluates the upload bandwidth and computes the New Gain (

602A- originally set to zero or to another value based on history or default). The

amplifier then evaluates if the new Gain is better or worse than the previous one (603A)

and changes the direction of the Step (604A) if the Gain wasn't increased (possibly

multiplied by a certain value k). Thus, if the Gain has improved, the amplifier continues



in the same direction (i.e. adding Step to its currently download rate limit- see 606A),

otherwise the interval changes its sign and the amplifier sets the download-rate-limit less

than before (604Aor more if the interval was negative previously). Note the K>1 is used

in accordance with certain embodiments, to increment more than one step in each

iteration. By way of non-limiting example, at the onset k=l, if in each one of X

consecutive iterations (X predefined) an increment in the download rate is made by a

factor of step (without reversing direction - step 604A), then an increase in download rate

can be made by a factor of k times step ( k>l). If 604A is encountered, then k can be set

again to 1.

This algorithm can be described using the example depicted at 6B and 6C (values

of 6C are presented graphically at 6B). In the example, the initials values of the

download-rate-limit and the Gain are set to zero (iteration 0 in FIG. 6C); the Step is set to

50Kbits/sec. As in 601A, the download rate limit is increased to 50Kbits/sec and the

upload value is computed after a certain amount of time. As can be seen in 6C (Iteration

1) the upload value measured is of 70Kbits/sec, thus the Gain is 70-50=20Kbits/sec as

shown on the graph at 6B as well. Due to the increase of the Gain (New Gain 20 is

greater than Gain 0 [step 603A]) and the fact that the Gain is greater than zero, the Step is

added to the download-rate-limit which is now set to lOOKbits/sec. The upload rate is

now computed again and, as seen at the table at 6C (Iteration 2), the value received is 40

Kbits/sec. Since the value 40 is again higher than the previous Gain 20, the Step is added

to the download-rate-limit which is now set to 150 Kbits/sec. In the example 6B, 6C, the

Gain increases till Interval 6 in which the Gain decreases from 120 Kbits/sec to 110

Kbits/sec. At this point the Step may change its direction (k=l at 604A) and may go back

to a download-rate-limit of 250 Kbits/sec. If the upload value received per each

download-rate-limit remains constant, the amplifier may go up and down in the graph

around the points 200-300Kbits/sec, maximizing its Gain.

Reverting to Fig. 6A, 607A and 608A describe the amplifier shutdown

mechanism, in accordance with certain embodiments of the invention. The amplifier

shuts down after going up and down for a few iterations (e.g. 5) and receiving a negative

Gain time after time. Bootstrap amplifiers always remain up, so the shutdown counter in

their case remains zero.



Note that the invention is not bound by the specific sequence of operation of Figs.

6A- 6C.

In accordance with certain embodiments, in order to have a fast start-up for newly

added consumers' nodes, the term of Bootstrap Amplifiers is introduced. Bootstrap

amplifiers don't shut down themselves and 'work on void', even when there are no

consumers in the swarm, assuming that they may need the upload bandwidth for new

nodes. The reason for the bootstrap amplifiers can be described using the following

example: consider a broadcaster with available upload bandwidth of IMbit/sec and

consider a consumer attached to it with IMbit/sec available download bandwidth but with

only 250Kbits/sec upload. In such a case the consumer may use the total amount of

bandwidth from the broadcaster and other joining consumers may have bandwidth of

only 25OKbits/sec. However, if there are available, for example, 20 bootstrap amplifiers,

with available upload bandwidth of 250Kbits/sec, the media can be divided into several

pieces in such a way that the total upload bandwidth of the system may be of 20x250 =

5Mbits/sec, thus enabling 5 new joined consumers (each downloading IMbit/sec ) to

fetch a good quality media.

Attention is now drawn to Fig. 7 illustrating a flow diagram of the amplifier's

scheduling parameters algorithm, in accordance with a certain embodiment of the

invention.

The segments priority algorithm role is to prioritize the segments to be retrieved

in terms of their importance. The importance of the segments is determined, in

accordance with certain embodiments, according to one or more of the following

aspects:

The importance of the media segment to be retrieved (701), for example, type of

segments. For instance, audio has priority over video, within video, the key frames (T

frames in H.264) have priority over motion estimation frames (such as 'P' and 'B' frames

in H.264). Accordingly, by this example, the amplifier may download an audio segment

before a video segment.

The missing segments at the peers the amplifier serves (702): The amplifier,

knowing the segments they have and have already requested (for instance according to



the value of the bit indicating availability or not of media data, as described above in the

context of information, may request other segments which are useful for them.

The rare segments in the network (703): In order to maintain the network in a

wealthy situation, the amplifier retrieves the segment parts with the lowest distribution in

the network. This is known as the rarest first algorithm in the Bittorrent protocol. More

specifically, in the case that there is a segment which resides in very limited number

nodes (rare segment), it would be prudent to increase the circulation of this rare segment

(thereby rendering the network wealthy, by circulating the segment to more nodes), in

order to anticipate a situation that this segment may be requested by many nodes, and

now, having sufficient copies thereof spread in the network, the likelihood of having

sufficient nodes that can upload the requested segment is considerably improved

compared to the situation that only few nodes store the segment (whilst many request it),

thereby unduly slowing down the downloading rate of media containing the specified

segment.

Taking segments that are XORed from actual media segments (704). While

retrieving a segment from the peers, the Amplifier has to prioritize XORed segments. An

example of this is illustrated in Fig. 8:

Assume peer A has segments 1, 2 (801). Further assume peer B has only segment

1 and peer C only segment 2 and that the amplifier should now decide which segment to

retrieve. Evidently if the Amplifier fetches the Xor value of segment 1 and 2 from node

A (802) it can serve both B and C (B may construct segment 2 from segment 1 it has and

the Xor(l,2) (803), C may construct segment 1 from segment 2 it has and the XORed

segment (804)).

Note that the description with reference to Fig. 8, is only one non-limiting manner

of applying a mathematic function on segments.

Note also that the invention is not bound by any one of combination of two or

more of the specified 4 parameters. Note also that other parameters may be used in

addition to or instead of the specified parameters.

Fig. 9 shows a non-limiting and exemplary diagram of a peer-to-peer system 1100

used to describe the operation of a virtual TV server (hereinafter the "VTVS") 1110

disclosed in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. The system 1100
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typically comprises a plurality of peers 1120 which communicate with each other over an

Internet protocol (IP) network 1130. The peers 1120 may comprise, but are not limited to,

computers, media control devices, set-up boxes, or any other device capable of

exchanging data with other peers connected to it. The IP network 1130 may be any type

of synchronous or asynchronous packet-based network, including wireless networks,

capable of carrying data information. The system 1100 also includes at least one

broadcaster 140 that originates the live stream. The broadcaster 1140 and set of peers

1120 participate in the transmission of the TV-like channel to create a TV channel swarm

1150. The virtual TV server 1110 typically comprises a distributed, scalable, hardware

independent system that executes the tasks related to the management of the real-time

distribution of media content over the system 1100.

In accordance with one embodiment the virtual TV server 1110 manages the

content distribution by selecting the best peers from which a user-peer retrieves the

media. A user-peer is a peer that belongs to a newly joined user who wants to watch the

channel. A user can view a media content broadcasted in a channel on a display means

connected to the peer, such as a TV screen connected to a set-up box or a monitor

connected to a personal computer. A peer 1120 communicates with the virtual TV server

1110 using, for example, a suitable computer program executed over the peer. As shown

in Fig. 9, the virtual TV server 1110 assigns peers 1120-1, 1120-2 and 1120-3 to a user-

peer 1120-6. That is, the user-peer 1120-6 can fetch media from one or more of the peers

1120-1, 1120-2 and 1120-3. It should be noted that the data exchanged between the user-

peer 1120-6 and peers 1120-1 through 1120-3 typically does not pass through the virtual

TV server 1110.

The virtual TV server 1110 typically decides which are the best peers 1120 to be

assigned to the user-peer 1120-6 using dynamic and static information. The dynamic

information describes the status of the peers 1120 and the IP network 1170. With this

aim, the peers 1120 send periodic information to the virtual TV server 1110, typically

comprising metrics characterizing quantities such as but not limited to available

bandwidth, quality of received video, delays, and so on. This information is used by the

virtual TV server 1110 to analyze the current media streaming quality as well as the

status of each peer 1120. The static information may include, but is not limited to, some



or all of the following: the quality of service (QoS) to be provided to a specific user, list

of peers connected to the user-peer in the past, topological information, and so on. Based

on the analysis the virtual TV server 1110 may further determine whether additional

bandwidth should be allocated to a channel by adding more peers to the channel's swarm

1150.

As shown in Fig. 10, the virtual TV server 1110 manages and controls the stream

by analyzing the status of the channels' swarms 1150 and determining whether to allocate

additional network resources to a channel having poor quality. The network resources are

peers in the network with an available upload bandwidth. The virtual TV server 1210

adds a new peer 1220-8 to a channel swarm 1200. Once added to the swarm 1200, the

peer 1220-8 helps streaming the media in the swarm 1200. The virtual TV server 1210

maintains a pool 1240 of available resources (peers) that are not part of the swarm 1200.

In accordance with another embodiment the resources are dedicated computers that share

their bandwidth but do not consume the media (e.g., do not watch the stream). These

devices are referred to as Amplifiers and are described herein with reference to Figs. 1 -

8.

The virtual TV server 1210's decisions on whether or not to add one or more

resources from the pool 1240 are based on dynamic information about peers in the swarm

1200 and static information about the QoS guaranteed to a specific channel. The dynamic

information further includes measures that determine the quality of a channel (channel

events). The channel events are sent periodically (e.g., every 10 seconds) from peers in

the swarm 1200 to the virtual TV server 1200. In accordance with one embodiment of the

disclosed invention, the QoS of a channel and the channel events are defined by their

combined respective weights in order to determine if a resource from the pool 1240

should be added or removed to and or from the swarm 1200. The channel events and the

process for allocating resources (and bandwidth) to swarms are discussed in greater detail

below with reference to Fig. 14.

It would be apparent to a person skilled in the art that by adding additional

bandwidth to the swarm, users can view the channel in better media quality and with

shorter delays. Furthermore, this would enable new users that would like to watch the

channel, a faster startup from clicking to viewing the channel.



Fig. 11 shows a non-limiting and exemplary block diagram 1300 of the virtual TV

server 1300 disclosed in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. The

virtual TV server 1300 monitors and controls the quality of the streams between peers

that participate in channels, and further provides QoS to the users and channels. The

virtual TV server 1300 also typically provides security facilities 1306 that allow

restricting access to the media streams. The virtual TV server 1300 comprises at least the

following modules: dynamic information 1304, peer control 1305, channel control 1310,

security 1306, peer QoS 1307, channel QoS 1308, and application 1309.

The dynamic information module 1304 is responsible for gathering the periodic

information from the peers and to provide quality evaluation to other modules in the

virtual TV server 1300. The gathered information includes, but is not limited to, some or

all of the following: the bandwidth that a peer currently consumes, whether the peer has

more bandwidth to provide others, and the overall quality of a media. From the gathered

information the module 1304 computes overall quality of the channel and whether there

are missing resources in the channel. The dynamic information module 1304 has two

components (per-peer and per-channel). The per-peer component collects information

about peers and the per-channel component generates channel quality based on statistical

analysis of the peers' information. Module 1304 typically accesses the statistical data

packet table.

The peer-control module 1305 is responsible for selecting the best available peers

for a specific peer which is either joining a channel's swarm or requires new peers due to

lack of bandwidth. The peer selection module 1305 receives information from the

dynamic information module 1304 and connects to the peer QoS module 1307 to

determine the quality to be provided to the peer. The channel-control module 1310

accesses the channel status table described herein and is responsible for analyzing the

channel condition and for adding or removing peers (or resources) from a channel's

swarm. The resources are selected from the pool 1240. The module 1305 changes the

topology of a swarm if a problem is detected in the channel's swarm or in order to

improve the swarm performance. A problem in a channel is the case where there is not

enough bandwidth to support the current channel's viewers or viewers that may join

soon. A problem may be also detected when the average media quality is too poor or



when on average the delays are too high. The channel control module 1305 is further

responsible to allocate resources to a new channel, even if no one is watching it, to

guarantee fast start-up for the channel when new users join the channel.

The peer QoS module 1307 is responsible to provide the peers with a guaranteed

QoS. Parameters, such as the billing information of the peer, the amount of bandwidth it

contributes to the network, and a premium service peer, are taken into consideration. It

should be noted that, even within the same channel, different QoS levels are defined for

different peers (users), for example, paying users versus non-paying users.

The channel QoS module 1308 analyzes the importance of a channel and how

much bandwidth should be provided to the channel to guarantee its QoS. The analysis is

based on various parameters, such as channel's billing information, the guaranteed

quality for the channel, and the business model the channel is subscribed to. Where

appropriate, the security module 1306 may ensure that only authenticated users can watch

channels and only users authorized to watch a channel in a specific quality and size are

able to watch it in those parameters. For a specific user that would like to watch a

channel, the security module 1306 may generate tokens provided to peers serving that

user. These tokens guarantee that the peer is authorized to receive such media in the

specified quality and size.

The application module 1309 is a logic module that implicates the information

about the subscribers and the channels and certain logic that is applied to them. Such

information may include authentication parameters, authorization, and accounting. This

information may also include logic, such as providing better quality to channels with

many viewers, and providing less quality to channels that do not broadcast 24 hours a

day.

Fig. 12 shows a non-limiting and exemplary flowchart 1400 describing the

process for selecting peers to be assigned to a user-peer disclosed in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention. The user-peer can fetch media from the selected

peers. The process is executed by the virtual TV server, for example virtual TV server

1110. In step 1401 the virtual TV server receives a request from a user-peer. The request

may be to join a channel or to select other peers in case of poor streaming quality. In

1402, the virtual TV server authenticates and authorizes the request. The authentication



includes identifying the user of the peer, and the authorization includes determining

whether the user is allowed the utilization of the requested service (i.e., joining a specific

channel). In step 1403, it is checked if the user is authenticated and authorized, and if so,

at step 1405, a QoS token is attached to the request. The QoS token includes the types of

media allowed, the quality allowed, the media size, and other parameters. If the

authentication failed, at step 1404 the user receives an error message indicating that the

user cannot join the channel swarm, and thus cannot watch the channel. Thereafter

execution terminates. In step 1406, the best available peers to be assigned to the user-peer

are determined and saved in a list (hereinafter the "best available peers list") as described

below in detail with reference to Fig. 13.

In step 1407, a pre-defined number of peers having the higher peer-values are

selected from the best available peers list. As described in detail below each peer in the

best available peers list is assigned with a score. The selection is of a predefined number

of peers having the highest score. These peers are assigned to the user-peer. In another

embodiment a weighted lottery algorithm is utilized to select the peers to be assigned to

the user-peer. Therefore, peers having the higher peer-values are more likely to be

selected. With this aim, at step 1408, the selected peers are provided with authorization

tokens to ensure that the user is indeed authenticated and authorized to watch the channel.

In step 1409, the user-peer is provided with list serving peers, i.e., peers that the user-

peers can retrieve data from. The user-peer initiates a request to connect the severing

peers. It should be noted that if the user-peer cannot initiate a direct request to the other

peers in the network, the virtual TV server may request the other severing peers to initiate

the request. Such a scenario is typical if the other peers are behind some configurations of

firewalls or network address translation services.

Referring now to Fig. 13, a method for performing step 1406, in accordance with

one embodiment of the present invention, is now described. In order to determine the

best peers, a peer value is computed for each peer in the network. The peer value is

computed using historical value, topological value, and dynamic value. In step 1501, the

historical value may be computed using a list of the peers that the user-peer fetched

media from or provided media to in the past. The historical value represents the extent to

which the peer was, in the past, efficient in providing media to the user-peer. For



example, in step 1502, a topological value is computed based on the topology information

of the user-peer. For example, peers in the channel's swarm from the same LAN (or at

least the same public IP address) could get a high value. Also, peers from the same ISP

could get a high topological value.

In some cases, peers from the same country might also get an increased

topological value. In some embodiments, peers in the ISP may assign with higher

topological value than other peers from the same ISP. The reason is that the channel

streaming may swamp the transit connection between the ISPs, saturating upstream links

and causing on-network congestion. Providing peers from the same ISP, and in certain

embodiments even installing peers with high bandwidth within ISP, solves the problem

by reducing the transit out of the ISP and increasing the quality provided to the users

within the ISP.

In step 1503, the dynamic value is computed using periodic information gathered

from the peers. The dynamic value determines what the available upload bandwidth of

the peer is. Peers that have bandwidth to share are sometimes more likely to be assigned

to the user-peer. In step 1504, the peer value is computed by combining e.g. computing a

weighted or un-weighted sum of the historical, topological, and dynamic values. In step

1505, the peer value is saved in the best available peers list. In step 1506, a check is made

to determine if the peer value was computed for each peer in the network, and if so

execution continues with step 1407 in Fig. 4; otherwise, execution returns to step 1501

where the peer value is computed for another peer not previously computed.

Fig. 14 shows a non-limiting and exemplary flowchart describing a process 1600

of allocating resources (peers) to channel swarms in accordance with an embodiment of

the present intervention. The process periodically (e.g., every 1 minute) determines to

which of the channels the resources are most needed. In step 1601, from each channel

swarm a list of channel events are received. The channel events may be based on the

status of the channel or constant parameters. For example, the channel events may

include, but are not limited to, some or all of the following: not enough resources, poor

streaming quality, scheduled load (e.g., beginning of a new program, prime-time), or a

user-defined event. A channel event includes its identification (ID) number, weight, and

expiration time. A channel weight may be a number between zero and one.



In step 1602, the QoS of each channel is determined, using a weight

corresponding to the QoS of the channel. For example, the weight of a commercial

channel is higher than the weight of a private channel. Generally, this weight is static and

is seldom changed. In step 1603, for each channel, a channel value is computed. The

channel value at least partially determines how many resources, if any, are needed by the

current. This is performed by, for example, computing a simple or weighted sum of a

dynamic factor (e.g. weights of the channel events) and a static factor (e.g. weight of the

QoS). In step 1604, the channel values of all channels or all relevant channels are saved

in a list. In step 1605, each resource (from the pool 1240) is assigned with a list of

channels. The number of resources that are assigned to each channel is determined

according to the channel value. In another embodiment a weighted lottery algorithm is

utilized to determine the number of resources to be assigned for each channel. That is,

channels having higher channel-values are likely to get more resources and/or a channel

with a high value is more likely to get resources than a channel having a low value.

For example, the channel events streaming quality and scheduled load of a

channel "A" have the weights 1 and 0.5 respectively. The QoS weight computed for

channel "A" is 0.75. The channel value of "A" is 1+0.5+0.75 = 2.25. The channel events

streaming quality and scheduled load of a channel "B" have the weights 0.25 and 0.2.5

respectively. The QoS weight computed for channel "B" is 0. 5. The channel value of "B"

is 0.25+0.25+0. 5 = 1. Therefore, channel "B" needs more resources than channel "A".

For example, the number of allocated resources may be predetermined according to the

channel value. For instance, channels having a channel value between 0 and 1 may

receive 2 resources and channels having channel value between 1 and 2.5 may receive 5

resources. A resource tries to connect to the peers of the channels according to their order

in the list, e.g. in descending order of channel value.

A particular feature of an embodiment of the present invention is that the token

mechanism and/or Hash described herein are incorporated into a P2P streaming network

such as that described herein, for multiple peers that provide Data to one peer.

The system of the present invention typically employs suitable client-server

protocols and client-client protocols such as, for example: a Client-Server 'Service

protocol' for service related transactions such as Logging-in to the service, joining a



channel, leaving a channel, and issuing Server orders to the clients/peers; a Client-Server

information protocol for statistical data gathering, e.g. gathering data that may be used by

the server to analyze the channel situation and the client status; a Client-client control

protocol that handles information about the media, media structures, and security tokens

related to the transmission; and a Client-Client data protocol for handling the data

exchange itself including streaming.

A description of a typical viewer flow, in which a viewer logs in to the service,

joins a channel, and starts watching, now follows.

Login (Authentication and Authorization") - Client Server protocol: The client

application first logs-in to the service by issuing a login request to the server. The login

request includes information about the peer that may be kept in an Active peer status

table (also termed the "peer on-line table") stored in the server and described herein.

Suitable methods for session-key creation, authentication and verification, and for

hiding passwords on clear channels, are typically employed. A shared secret-key model

could be used e.g. as specified below, or a private-public key mechanism, stronger

security wise but often requiring additional server resources (CPU), may be used.

It is assumed that each user has generated a password in a previous registration

process. The following security mechanism, operative during the login transaction, the

client request and the server response, typically guarantees that, after login, both sides

have a secure session key they can use to protect all the other transactions between them

(such as Join channel, and statistic sharing):

Client: PDU (user-id, x, hash( x + p ))

Server: PDU ( session-id, skAh(p ) ), h( h( pdu ), sk)

A suitable sequence of operations assuming that the above holds is:

a. Client 1120 generates x, a random string, and performs MD5 or SHA or other

well known hash algorithms on x concatenated with its password p.

b. The client then sends the result in the login transaction parameter.

c. The server 1110 validates and Authenticates the user by taking the clear x and

the password (from the database), hashing them and confronting with the request.

d. The server then generates a session key, sk, and XORs it with the password

hash (without x), and sends it in the response PDU, along with the (normal) session ID.



e. The server then appends the PDU with authentication token, created by

concatenating the PDU string with the session key, and hashed using the Hash algorithm

(e.g. MD5 or SHA).

f. The client opens the session key (by XORing it back with h(p)), and validates

the hash of the PDU with the Session Key.

The last two steps assume the user password is strong (e.g. not vulnerable to

dictionary attacks. To increase security, such steps may be carried out on a secured

connection (SSL). The rest of the communication may be carried out in the clear.

Joining a channel (Authorization): A viewer who wishes to watch a channel

typically issues a "join" transaction to the server providing the ID of the channel that it

wishes to watch. Typically, the peer was authenticated previously as described above.

The server may accept or decline the viewer request to join/watch the channel after

authorizing the viewer to watch that channel. If the request is authorized, the server may

select the best peers for that viewer as described in Fig. 12 and may provide an ordered

"best peers" list to the peer in need of service. For each of the best peers the server may

generate an authorization token that validates that the viewer is indeed authorized to

watch the channel. This may be done using a suitable information exchange signaling

protocol.

Suitable information exchange control and data exchange/data streaming

protocols for Client-Client (peer-peers) control and streaming are now described.

Control protocol - Information exchange protocol : After the server has

authenticated a user-peer, authorized it to view an individual channel, and provided it

with a list of peers to connect to (along with the tokens indicating the peers that the

viewer is indeed authorized), the viewer or user-peer may issue a request to the other

peers asking them to stream data to it. In order for them to know whether the viewer is

authorized, the viewer may provide them with the tokens generated by the server.

The Server may encode the token provided to a peer B using the public key of the

peer B and the private key of the server. This guarantees that the target peer B is the only

one able to open the token (using its own private key) and to verify it was indeed created

by the server (using the server public key). The token itself comprises 'authorization

information' indicating to peerB that peerA is authorized to watch the channel, hence



streaming to peerA and being used as a resource of peerA, are both allowable activities.

Generally, whenever a peer receives a request from another peer to share data, it verifies

the Tokens provided by the requesting party.

In particular, tokens are typically generated in such a way that the Server encodes

the token provided to the viewer (peer A) using the shared secret or the public key of the

other peers individually. This guarantees that the target peers are the only ones able to

open the token (with their own key or their private key) and to verify it was indeed

created by the server (the only entity that knows the shared secret key) or by the server

public key. The token itself typically comprises 'authorization information' indicating to

the peers that peerA is authorized to watch the channel and thus streaming to it and being

used as its resource, is allowed.

The Token typically comprises, inter alia, some or all of: The ID of the peer to

stream to, the external and internal IPs of the peer to stream to, the Channel that peer A

is authorized to watch, the authorized duration of PeerA's watching period, and the

streams that peerA is authorized to watch. For example the peer may be authorized to

watch only in low quality or only the English audio version.

The term "Data streaming protocol" as used herein refers to a protocol regulating

data exchange wherein, after the peers have authorized each other using the

server's tokens, they begin to stream and/or fetch data.

Each peer sends periodic information, typically comprising packets termed herein

"statistical data packets", to the server. This information may be sent for example every

30 seconds, typically using a request/response protocol such as HTTP or other protocols

without awaiting a server reply. The time interval from one Statistical Data packet to

another can typically be changed if the server directs the peer to change the statistical

data packet interval using the client-server control protocol, e.g. if the server is

overloaded with many requests and would like to ease the number of packets it has to

process per second.

Each statistical data packet typically comprises some or all of the following

periodically gathered statistics: Data received by the statistical-data-packet-sending-peer

from the peers that donate/ provide it with the data - in bits per second, Data provided by

the statistical-data-packet-sending peer to the peers that receive/accept data from it - in



bits per second, Number of peers donating data to the packet sending peer, Number of

peers accepting data from the packet sending peer, Percentage of failed requests from

among the total (within the period) number of media data packet requests made by the

statistical data packet-sending peer to its donors in the course of fetching the media

stream e.g. as per the data protocol described herein), Average Video frames per second

received, Average Audio frames per second received, and/or an estimation of the number

of Bits a peer could contribute, which value is also termed herein the 'health factor' of the

peer.

Each statistical data packet may also include information useful for research such

as delay between peers, and internal parameters such as cost and load.

The statistical data packets are retrieved by the server and analyzed e.g. as

described below. The server typically has a first table to store data arriving in the form of

Statistical data packets, and also 2 additional tables, the Active peer status table and the

Channel status table, that are updated using the data of the first table as described below.

The Active peer status table is useful for peer status evaluation. Typically,

whenever a new user logs in to the server , a new entry is added to this table. Whenever

a user logs out of the server, the relevant entry may be deleted from the table. Also, each

update from a user's statistical data packet typically updates the relevant parts fields in

the table.

More generally, the Active peer status table is typically updated with online

information whenever a peer log-ins to the service/network and when sending data

statistics information. The information in the table enables the server to know the status

of the peer and to decide which peers have better resources to contribute generally, to a

certain viewer/peer in particular, and to provide those peers with enough information for

them to be able to contact the peers selected. The table may store some or all of the

following:

a. Active information for each peer, typically retrieved during login and not

updated with every statistical data packet from the peer, typically

including some or all of:

a. the ID of the peer,

b. the Nickname of a peer,



c. the External and Internal IP addresses of the peer,

d. the NAT type of the peer, Although the external and internal IPs of the

peer may enable the peer to contact the selected peers, in some cases

even having this detailed information does not help the peer contact

some of the peers in the list that are behind NATs or Restricting

Firewalls. The NAT type of the peer indicates how and if the peer can

actually connect to its counterparts. An Open NAT Type means the

peer is contactable directly, while a restricted NAT type may indicate

that the only way to access the peer is by having the server asking the

peer itself to open a connection to the other peers rather than the other

peers effecting this connection on their own.

e. A binary "Amplifier Control field" that indicates whether the peer is

under control of the server for purposes of resource allocation. This

field can be updated by the service administrators and indicates

whether, usually for business reasons, the peer is at all controllable by

the server. Examples for cases in which the service operator may

decide that a peer should not be controlled by the server include: a peer

that was created and put within an ISP (Internet Server Provider) in

order to help a specific channel (and thus cannot be moved to another),

or a peer that is installed within a certain enterprise to support certain

channels and should not be touched and moved to other channels

Parameters updated each time a statistical data packet arrives, typically

including some or all of

a. Status (either Viewing or Amplifying, typically),

b. Channel the peer is in

c. Bits per second received,

d. Bits per second contributed, and

e. Peer Health (indicating an estimation of the available upload

bandwidth still available, typically computed by the peer itself.



The Channel status table is useful for analysis of the overall quality in the channel

and for determination of whether help and additional resources are needed. This table is

updated periodically from the active peer status table, e.g. once a minute.

The Channel status table typically stores some or all of the following information

for each channel available to the peers. The Channel status fields may include some or all

of: Channel ID, Number of peers at the channel, Number of amplifiers assigned to the

channel, Average number of frames per second broadcast by the channel, Broadcaster

Frame per second, Bit-rate of channel's broadcaster, Bit-rate per second received by the

channel, and Bit-rate per second provided by the channel.

Based on the Active Peer and Channel status tables the server analyses the

situation in each channel, usually immediately after each update of the channel's status

table. The server identifies channels in need as described below and assigns suitable, e.g.

best peers to support and provide resources to channels found to be in need.

A method of operation of the apparatus of Fig. 11, for maintaining appropriate

quality of service for a plurality of user peers being served by other peers, all in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, is shown in Fig. 15. As shown,

the method of Fig. 15 typically includes a plurality of cycles of the following steps:

Step 1700: channel control module 1310 (Fig. 11) is awakened e.g. by an internal

clock or due to an external event such as a resource shortage.

Step 1710: Channel control module 1310 calls the Channel QoS module 1308 and

the Channel Dynamic Information module 1304 in order to determine at least one

channel's current status (degree of need for additional resources), using any of the

methods shown and described herein.

Step 1720: In case of a need, the peer selection module 305 is called to provide

more resources to the needy channel/s, typically on the basis of information stored in the

active peer status table.

Step 1730: The peer selection mode calls the peer QoS module 1307 and the

current dynamic info peer module 1304 in order to select the best peers to provide the

needed resources.

How to identify channels in need (step 1710): As described above, the server is

typically operative to check the channels periodically and decide whether additional



resources are needed by certain channels. Typically, a "resource allocation loop" occurs,

in which channels are first weighted by the server to reflect their degree of need for

additional resources as a function of their statuses. After this computation, resource

allocation follows, where priority is given to channels with higher weights. The channel

weights may be stored in a separate table, in the channel status table or in the server's

memory. The process below describes how, by way of example, the system might

compute an overall weight of the channel, typically based on QoS static parameters and

dynamic statistical parameters, and then use the channel weight in order to assign

resources to the channel.

Example:

a. QoS weight

ChannelID 1123 - prestigious channel - QoS weight 100

ChannelID 1212 -prestigious channel - QoS weight 100

ChannelID 1125 -small, local channel - QoS weight 7

ChannelID 1412 -small, local channel - QoS weight 5

The QoS weights are determined by the Operator or the system e.g. as per

commercial considerations.

b. Channel dynamic status weight

Gathering the information re the peers' FPS (frames per second), enables cannel

weight assignment rules to be created such as the following:

L 0-5% of viewers with FPS < = 80% of broadcaster FPS: weight =

1

ii. 5.01%-15% of viewers with FPS < = 80% of broadcaster FPS :

weight = 10

iii. 15.01%-30% of viewers with FPS< =80% of broadcaster FPS:

weight = 50

iv. >30.01% of viewers with FPS < = 80% of broadcaster FPS: weight

= 100

In this example:

ChannelID 1123: dynamic status weight = 1

ChannelID 1212 : dynamic status weight =10



ChannelID 1125: dynamic status weight =10

ChannelID 1412: dynamic status weight =100

The overall weight of the channel is typically the product of the QoS weight and

the dynamic status weight. In the present example the channel weights are:

ChannelID 1123: 100 1 = 100

ChannelID 1212: 100 * 10 = 1000

ChannelID 1125: 7 * 10 = 70

ChannelID 1412: 5 * 100 = 500

Thus the channel with most need is Channel 1212, then Channel 1412, and

finally channels 1212 and 1123.

Triggers are typically provided which may override the above computations e.g.

by adding additional weight to a channel due to one or more events that are not part of

the constant QoS (importance) of the channel nor of the current status. Triggers may

include:

• an expected high-rating show that is going to start shortly and

resources may be needed to support it;

• starvation calls from peers that call for help (by sending a starvation

indication to the server)

• manual request of the operator to increase the channel's weight

without affecting the usual QoS parameter.

The relative size of the channel weights may provide an entry to a weighted

random selection of a channel that is to get a resource. In the above example

(disregarding triggers) the chances of Channel 1212 to get a resource are

1000/(1000+500+70+100) = 0.6 while the chances of Channel 1123 (CNN) are 100/1670

= 0.06.

In steps 1720 and 1730, peers are selected to fulfill detected channel needs.

Typically, the parameters used for peer selection may include the available upload

bandwidth of the peer (termed herein the "health parameter" and typically stored in the

Active Peer status table), the IP address, used by the server to determine the 'topology' of



the peer being served and thus to give priority to peers that are located 'nearer' the peer

they are selected to serve, and, optionally, a history value quantifying a peer's

contribution to that peer in the past. Each of the parameters have a weight which

indicates the 'importance' of that parameter in evaluating an individual peer as a

candidate to relieve channel need by joining that channel as an amplifier. This weight can

be updated by a human operator who may determine that one of the parameters has a

more significant value than the others. However, the weights are typically not altered on a

regular basis.

Example: This simplified example uses the health parameter of the peers and their

IP addresses but not their history values which are believed to be relatively insignificant.

5 peers are in the network, one of which, at IP address 109.90.90.17, needs

assistance from its peers, and the remaining 4 of which have the following health values

and IP addresses:

Peer 1: health value 100, IP address 109.90.90.123

Peer 2: health value 1000, IP address 44.12.24.152

Peer 3: health value 50, IP address 122. 12.24.20

Peer4: health value 400, IP address 109.90.104.21

Moreover, the weight of the health value parameter is 1 and the weights of the

topology value parameters are:

Topology: 1 if there is no match with the IP address of the peer to be

served (even first octet doesn't match)

4 for a first octet match (mask 255.0.0.0)

10 for first and second octet matches (mask 255.255.0.0)

30 for first, second, and third octet matches (mask 255.255.255.0)

To order the above peers, for the purposes of selecting best peers, compute peer

values e.g. using:

peer value = health weight x health value + topology weight x topology value:

Peer 1 = 1 * 100 * 30 = 3000 (topology = 30 because of the 3-octet match

between 109.90.90.123 and 109.90.90.17)

Peer 2 = 1 1000 * 1 = 1000 (topology = 1 because of the zero-octet match

between 44.12.24.152 and 109.90.90.17)



Peer 3 = 1 * 50 * 1 = 50 (topology = 1 because of the zero-octet match between

122.12.24.20 and 109.90.90.17 i.e. no octet match)

Peer 4 = 1 * 400 * 10= 4000 (topology = 10 because of the two-octet match

between 109.90.104.21 and 109.90.90.17)

The list of best peers, in descending order of bestness, sent as per step 1409 in the

method of Fig. 12, may thus comprise, first, peer 4 (which is not the 'closest' but has a

higher upload available), then peer 1 which is the closest, then peer 2 and lastly peer 3.

Referring again to Fig. 13, step 1503, dynamic information typically comprises at

least one channel quality measure such as the percentage of the peers assigned to that

channel which are enjoying good quality. The quality enjoyed by a peer may for example

be defined by computing the average frame rate of the peer divided by the average frame

rate of the channel (channels are usually 25 or 30 frames-per-seconds). The extent to

which this quotient is close to 1.0 indicates good quality. Alternatively or in addition,

peer quality may be computed as an increasing function of the bit-rate received by the

peer. While generally, frame rate is a good indicator of quality, it suffers from a

disadvantage since peers occasionally decide to fetch only 1 frame per minute not due to

bad quality of their connection to the channel but rather due to their own low CPU.

As described above, the peer-control module 1305 is responsible for selecting the

best available peers for a specific peer which is either joining a channel's swarm or

requires new peers due to lack of bandwidth. The peer selection module 1305 receives

information from the dynamic information module 1304 and connects to the peer QoS

module 1307 to determine the quality to be provided to the peer. The channel-control

module 1310 is responsible for analyzing the channel condition and for adding or

removing peers (or resources) from a channel's swarm. The resources are selected from

the pool 1240. Any suitable method and criteria may serve for selection of good or better

or best peers to assign to the task of providing more resources to a needy swarm/channel.

The parameters involved in selecting the best peers may comprise any or all of:

topological values of each peer and where it is located, historical values of the past

contribution of the peer, and/or the current status of the peers i.e. the resources at its

disposal.



The server of Fig. 1 1 typically does not fully 'select' the peers, and typically

restricts itself to giving 'advice' to the peers, as to whether and how much they are

forecast to contribute. An "experiment" is then typically run live: Peers join a swarm. If

they contribute, based on the experimenting, trying to connect to the channel, realizing

how much they are contributing and whether remaining in the channel, or leaving it. and

'return' to the pool of 'available resources'.

Generally speaking, the steps of Figs. 12 - 14 may be performed by the following

functional units of Fig. 11: Step 1401 may be performed by application server 1309 in

conjunction with a Front end (not shown) that deals with the transactions. Step 1402

may be performed by Security module 1306. Step 1403 may be performed by Security

module 1306. Step 1404 may be performed by the Front end and/or by application server

1309. Step 1405 may be performed by Security module 1306. Steps 1406 and 1407 may

be performed by peer selection module 1305 in conjunction with dynamic information

module 1304 and peer QoS module 307. Step 1408 may be performed by Security

module 1306 using data from provided by peer selection module 1305. Step 1409 may

be performed by the Front-end and/or by Application server 1309.

Steps 1602, 1603 and 1604 of Fig. 14 may be performed by channel control

module 1310 using weight and trigger information received from Channel QoS module

1308 and Statistical dynamic weight information received from dynamic information

module 1304. For example, step 1602 may use information received from module 1308.

Step 1601 is performed by dynamic information module 1304. Step 1605 may be

performed by application server module 1309 using the results of channel control

module 1310. The list of peers, sorted by degree of suitability to serve as a resource,

which is typically formed in step 1505 of Fig. 13, and the list of channels, sorted by

degree of need for additional resources, which is typically formed in step 1604, may both

be stored in memory in any suitable format.

An embodiment of the invention includes an on-line peer-to-peer streaming

system in which broadcasts from one or more channels can be streamed, live, to various

peers through various other peers such that viewing is possible during streaming, even

though the upload rate of each peer may be much smaller, say by a factor of 5, than its

download rate. This is possible due to streaming of some of the content from one or more



channels through peers which have not requested such content; these augmenting peers

are termed herein "amplifiers" as opposed to user peers which are interested in the

content that may be streaming through them. So, if a user peer is in need of channel

content, the peer is served by "serving peers" which may be user peers (or "viewing"

peers) themselves but may be mere amplifier ("amplifying") peers which are typically

compensated in some way by a suitable incentive program. It is appreciated that the

system of the present invention typically refrains from detracting from the user

experiences of the user peers and particularly the amplifiers such that, for example, a PC

acting as a amplifier is typically able to provide its human user with all services other

than interaction with channel data, such as email, word processing and so forth, at a level

of service which is generally unimpaired compared to a situation in which the peer is not

acting as an amplifier.

The present invention should not be limited by software/program, computing

environment, specific computing hardware, number of nodes, number of media types,

number of users, number of peers, number or type of client devices, or number of

broadcasters. The system (i.e., VTSV) according to the invention may be a suitably

programmed computer. Likewise, the invention contemplates a computer program being

readable by a computer for executing the method of the invention. The invention further

contemplates a machine-readable memory tangibly embodying a program of instructions

executable by the machine for executing the methods of the inventions disclosed herein.

Furthermore, the above enhancements and described functional elements are

implemented in various computing environments. For example, the present invention

may be implemented on a conventional personal computer (PC) or equivalent, multi-

nodal system (e.g., LAN) or networking system (e.g., Internet, WWW, wireless web).

The programming of the present invention may be implemented by one of skill in the art.

A system and method has been shown in the above embodiments for the effective

implementation of amplifiers in a realtime peer-to-peer distribution of media. While

various preferred embodiments have been shown and described, it will be understood that

there is no intent to limit the invention by such disclosure, but rather, it is intended to

cover all modifications and alternate constructions falling within the scope of the

invention, as defined in the appended claims. For example, the present invention should



not be limited by software/program, computing environment, specific computing

hardware, number of nodes, number of media types, number of viewers, number of

amplifiers, number of consumers, or number or type of client devices.

It will also be understood that the system according to the invention may be a

suitably programmed computer. Likewise, the invention contemplates a computer

program being readable by a computer for executing the method of the invention. The

invention further contemplates a machine-readable memory tangibly embodying a

program of instructions executable by the machine for executing the method of the

invention.

The above enhancements and described functional elements are implemented in

various computing environments. For example, the present invention may be

implemented on a conventional IBM PC or equivalent, multi-nodal system (e.g., LAN) or

networking system (e.g., Internet, WWW, wireless web). The programming of the

present invention may be implemented by one of skill in the art of peer-to-peer

networking, server based application, and protocol-based network communications

programming.

It is appreciated that software components of the present invention including

programs and data may, if desired, be implemented in ROM (read only memory) form

including CD-ROMs, EPROMs and EEPROMs, or may be stored in any other suitable

computer-readable medium such as but not limited to disks of various kinds, cards of

various kinds and RAMs. Components described herein as software may, alternatively,

be implemented wholly or partly in hardware, if desired, using conventional techniques.

Features of the present invention which are described in the context of separate

embodiments may also be provided in combination in a single embodiment. Conversely,

features of the invention which are described for brevity in the context of a single

embodiment may be provided separately or in any suitable subcombination. The order of

steps in the various flowcharts shown and described herein is not intended to be limiting.



CLAIMS

1. A method for real-time streaming of media over a peer-to-peer network, wherein

the method is capable of controlling peers in the network, the method comprising:

gathering dynamic information regarding the status of the peers in

the peer-to-peer network;

gathering static information regarding peers in the peer-to-peer network;

and

selecting peers to be assigned to a user-peer based on the dynamic

information and static information.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the media is transmitted to a TV-like channel.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the user-peer is a peer of a newly joined user to a

channel.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising:

receiving a request from the user-peer to join the channel;

checking if the user of the user-peer is authorized to watch the channel;

and

sending an authorization token to the user-peer, if the user is authorized.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the static information comprises historical

information, and wherein the historical information includes a list of peers that the

user-peer was connected to.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the static information further comprises topological

information, the topological information defining topological proximity of the peers

to the user-peer.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the dynamic information comprises at least the

available upload bandwidth of each peer in the network.



8. The method of claim 7, wherein selecting the peers to be assigned to the user-peer

further comprising:

for each peer in the peer-to-peer network:

computing a historical value using the historical information;

computing a topologic value using the topological information;

computing a dynamic value using the dynamic information;

computing a peer value using the historical value, the topologic value, and

the dynamic value; and

selecting the peers having higher peer values to be assigned to the user-

peer.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising:

providing the selected peers with authorization tokens; and

sending a list including the selected peers to the user-peers.

10. A computer program product comprising computer program code means for

performing a process for real-time streaming of media over a peer-to-peer network,

wherein the process is being capable of controlling peers in the network, the

computer program being operative for:

gathering dynamic information regarding the status of the peers in

the peer-to-peer network;

gathering static information regarding peers in the peer-to-peer network;

and

selecting peers to be assigned to a user-peer based on the dynamic

information and static information.

11. The computer program product of claim 10, wherein the media is transmitted to a

TV-like channel.



12. The computer program product of claim 11, wherein the user-peer is a peer of a

newly joined user to a channel.

13. The computer program product of claim 12, further being operative for:

receiving a request from the user-peer to join the channel;

checking if the user of the user-peer is authorized to watch the channel;

and sending an authorization token to the user-peer, if the user

is authorized.

14. The computer program product of claim 10, wherein the static information

comprises historical information, and wherein the historical information includes a

list of peers that the user-peer was connected to.

15. The computer program product of claim 14, wherein the static information further

comprises topological information, the topological information defining topological

proximity of the peers to the user-peer.

16. The computer program product of claim 15, wherein the dynamic information

comprises at least the available upload bandwidth of each peer in the network.

17. The computer program product of claim 16, wherein selecting the peers to be

assigned to the user-peer further comprises:

for each peer in the peer-to-peer network:

computing a historical value using the historical information;

computing a topologic value using the topological information;

computing a dynamic value using the dynamic information;

computing a peer value using the historical value, the topologic value, and

the dynamic value; and

selecting the peers having higher peer values to be assigned to the user-

peer.



18. The computer program product of claim 17, further comprising:

providing the selected peers with authorization tokens; and

sending a list including the selected peers to the user-peers.

19. A method for real-time streaming of media in a peer-to-peer network that includes a

channel swarm, ensuring high quality transmission of the media to peers in the

channel swarm, the method comprising: identifying dynamically a need for

additional bandwidth required for the channel swarm; and

allocating at least one resource from a pool of resources for providing the additional

bandwidth to the channel swarm.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the resource is a peer in the peer-to-peer network

that does not belong to the channel swarm.

21. The method of claim 20, wherein the at least one resource has an available upload

bandwidth to share with other peers.

22. The method of claim 19, wherein the channel swarm includes a plurality of peers

that create a TV-like channel.

23. The method of claim 19, wherein identifying dynamically the need for additional

bandwidth required to the channel swarm further comprising:

periodically gathering channel events from channel swarms, the channel

events determining the status of the channel swarm;

determining the quality-of-service (QoS) guaranteed to each individual

channel, the QoS of the channel determined by at least a weight characterizing said

individual channel; and

for each channel swarm, computing a channel value.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein each of the channel events includes at least one

channel weight.



25. The method of claim 24, wherein computing the channel value further comprising:

summing the weights of the channel events and the QoS weight.

26. The method of claim 23, wherein allocating at least one resource further comprising

providing each resource in the resource pool with a list of channel swarms, the

number of resources allocated to a channel swarm being determined by the

respective channel value.

27. A computer product comprising computer program code means for performing a

process for real-time streaming of media in a peer-to-peer network that includes a

channel swarm, wherein the process is being capable of enabling high quality

transmission of the media to peers in the channel swarm, the computer program

being operative for:

dynamically identifying a need for additional bandwidth required to the channel

swarm; and

allocating to the channel swarm at least one resource from a pool of resources for

providing the additional bandwidth.

28. The computer program product of claim 27, wherein the resource is a peer in the

peer-to-peer network that does not belong to the channel swarm.

29. The computer program product of claim 28, wherein the at least one resource has an

available upload bandwidth to share with other peers.

30. The computer program product of claim 27, wherein the channel swarm includes a

plurality of peers that create a TV-like channel

31. The computer program product of claim 27, wherein dynamically identifying the

need for additional bandwidth required to the channel swarm further comprising:



periodically gathering channel events from channel swarms, wherein the

channel events determine the status of the channel swarm;

determining the quality-of-service (QoS) guaranteed to each channel,

wherein the QoS of the channel is determined by its respective weight; and

for each channel swarm, computing a channel value.

32. The computer program product of claim 31, wherein each of the channel events

includes at least a weight.

33. The computer program product claim 32, wherein computing the channel value

further comprising:

summing the weights of the channel events and the QoS weight.

34. The computer program product of claim 31, wherein allocating the resources to the

channel swarm further comprises providing each resource in the resource pool with

a list of channel swarms, wherein the number of resources allocated to a channel

swarm is the determined by its channel value.

35. A system for enabling a real-time transmission of media in a peer-to-peer network

that includes at least one channel swarm, the system comprises:

apparatus for controlling peers in the networks by selecting peers to be

assigned to a user-peer; and

apparatus for controlling channel swarms by allocating resources to a

channel swarm for providing additional bandwidth, thereby enabling the high

quality transmission of the media.

36. A system for controlling streaming of media over a peer-to-peer network, the

system comprising:

apparatus for receiving information defining at least one of:

A. a current level of a changing status of a channel;

B. a level of QoS required by at least one channel, and



C. a predicted need for bandwidth,

and for computing therefrom a need pattern; and

apparatus for directing at least one resource to join at least one channel in

accordance with said need pattern.

37. A system according to claim 1 wherein said at least one resource comprises at least

one amplifier.

38. A system according to claim 36 wherein said predicted need for bandwidth

comprises a transmission which is predicted to have a large audience.

39. A system according to claim 36 wherein said apparatus for directing is operative to

direct at least one resource to where it is most needed.
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